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From The Editor

W. Bro. Dan Dignard

Brethren,

As you are reading this summer is coming to a close. Most Lodges, that were 
called off for the summer months of July and August across the jurisdiction of 
Ontario,  are prepairing for a new Masonic year.

There are however, a few Lodges that continue to meet during the summer 
months and at Grand Lodge, I learned  and was asked about the Lodge on Pelee 
Island, by some of the Brethren of York District while visiting with them in their 
hospitality suite.

I also talked to the Lodge secretary and Master of Pelee Island Lodge when vis-
iting the St. Thomas District Hospitality suite. I hope to have an article on this 
Lodge for an upcoming issue of the magazine. It is Lodges like Pelee Island that 
have a different tradition to other Lodges, that helps to make Masonry in On-
tario so dynamic.

In this issue of the magazine, we have a few stories for you from many of the 
Lodges and Districts in Ontario, but as always, we would like to have more sto-
ries and pictures to showcase Masonry. To that end, I encourage you to send us 
your District newsletters and magazines, so that we can also show the content in 
those publications to the rest of the Province. 

The good work you are doing in your District should be highlighted and made 
known to the whole of the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the 
Province of Ontario. 

Sincerely and Fraternally,

W. Bro. Dan Dignard
Team Lead/Managing Editor
Ontario Mason Magazine
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Some Thoughts on Freemasonry and Culture

Since I first heard it, Horatius, by Thomas Babington Ma-
caulay has been my favorite poem. It was published in 
1842, in a collection called The Lays of Ancient Rome. 
The Lays, as they were affectionately called, achieved 
widespread success in the English-speaking world, where 
they served as required reading in public school for over 
a century. Winston Churchill himself, that great Mason, 
committed the entire book to memory. 

Horatius deals with familiar themes of bravery and sacri-
fice in the face of adversity. Publius Horatius, a champi-
on of Rome, stands with two companions on the Sublican 
Bridge, a last defense against the invading hordes of Lars 
Porsena, a determined barbarian. With the air full of cer-
tain doom, the poem proceeds thus:

Then out spoke brave Horatius,
The Captain of the Gate:

“To every man upon this earth,
Death cometh soon or late.

And how can man die better, then facing fearful odds,
For the ashes of his fathers,

And the temples of his Gods.”
      

Horatius stood between the forces of disorder and the un-
protected cultural splendor of Rome. Behind him rose the 
three pillars of civilization: wisdom, strength, and beau-
ty. How, indeed, can man die better? Something in those 
words speaks to the man in all of us; a growling of the soul 
that rises into a bellicose cry in defense of all that is good, 
true, and beautiful. 

Bro. Chris Coome 
Rideau-Minden Lodge No. 253

https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/story-brave-horatius-cocles-one-eyed-hero-005831
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Ordo ab Chao
 Order out of chaos

I believe that Freemasonry and brave Horatius have much 
in common. Both Freemasonry and Horatius stand be-
tween two worlds, one of light, the other of darkness. As 
the Scottish Rite so succinctly puts it, Ordo ab Chao: order 
out of chaos. Through the guiding reason of the Enlight-
enment, the culmination of civil society and the establish-
ment of the middle class.

 Freemasonry has always positioned itself as the guardian 
of human interest. Its orderly lodges and regular ceremo-
nies serve the higher aspects in man, never the lower; it 
looks to the divine in man and culture, and nurtures them 
for the benefit of the world. As we look to define ourselves 
in the modern, digital age, it should be from our place on 
the bridge, between the city of light, and the lower forces 
of our nature, with virtue and culture as our outspoken 
principles.
 

the appreciation of bagpipes

Modern culture seems to be in a slump. More crass than 
usual, and entirely unconducive to cultivating the better 
angels of our nature. Celebrities and their misdeeds are all 
their rage; self-sacrifice and honor are “out of date.” Cul-
ture, in my mind, is a combination of values and the habits 
they produce. These values inform everything, from the 
mundane mention of “good morning,” to toasts over beer, 
and the appreciation of bagpipes. 
 
Our culture of values is under attack by a culture of con-
venience. If a value contradicts a habit we want to form, 
rather than reconsider the habit, we drop the value from 
our list. It creates an easy culture, an accepting culture, but 
not really an inspiring one. If Masonry is to contribute to 
society, why not with culture? Even better, why not start 
with our own culture?
 
Culture requires effort. It requires lectures and activities 
outside of lodge, something, for some strange reason, 
we’ve become very bad at. Though, that wasn’t always the 
case. In 1736, Andrew Michael Ramsay began his famous 
oration by stating that, “The noble ardour which you, 
gentlemen, evince to enter into the most noble and very 
illustrious Order of Freemasons, is a certain proof that 
you already possess all the qualities necessary to become 
members, that is, humanity, pure morals, inviolable secre-

cy and a taste for the fine arts.” That humanity, morali-
ty, and art would be so intertwined in such an important 
speech seems to me to speak directly to the significance of 
virtue and culture in early Masonry. 

Kingdoms shall learn to cherish one another

Ramsay went on to say, that as Masons, “we desire to re-
unite all men of enlightened minds, gentle manners and 
agreeable wit, not only by a love of the fine arts but, much 
more, by the grand principles of virtue, science and reli-
gion, where the interests of the Fraternity shall become 
those of the whole human race, whence all nations shall 
be enabled to draw knowledge and where subjects of all 
kingdoms shall learn to cherish one another without re-
nouncing their own country.” Goethe, the most brilliant of 
German Masons, likewise claimed that, “one ought, every 
day at least, to hear a little song, read a good poem, see a 
fine picture, and, if it were possible, to speak a few reason-
able words.”

Masonry used to be a lifestyle

We hear a lot of the word “art” in Masonry, but little ac-
tion in that direction. Three-hundred years (or more) of 
Masonic history has produced a rich cultural tradition, all 
of our own, but few Masons seem to indulge in it. Why? 
There are Masonic poems, songs, paintings and even op-
eras; more fine art than one can shake a cane at. And that 
doesn’t even include the Masonic calendar of feasts, cel-
ebrations, and processions. Where have the Saint John 
feasts gone? Table lodges? Processions and banners? Ma-
sonry used to be a lifestyle, a true fraternity, not the occa-
sional meeting. The meetings we do have, filled with the 
recitation of minutes and funds, leaves far too little time 
for education and inculcation in our culture.

      
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, another great 
German Mason, and a contemporary 
of Goethe, understood that Freemason-
ry was a lifestyle. In his famous treatise, 
Ernst und Falk, Lessing imagined a con-
versation between a Mason and someone 

curious about the Craft. They began by talking about the 
role of the state, and its inability to ever truly solve hu-
man problems. Instead, Lessing posited Freemasonry, as 
an independent body of men dedicated above all to virtue, 
as the solution. Lessing even notes, in that very treatise, 
that when society mistakes what is authentically good and 
true for what is merely expedient, Freemasons must stand 
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forward to safeguard the truth. We should hold fast to that 
sacred duty.

we do have some tools that others don’t.

Masonry used to be the culture of Voltaire, Washington, 
Franklin, Edmund Burke, Frederick the Great, Mozart, 
Goethe, Lessing, Mark Twain, Bolivar and Sir John A. 
Macdonald.  We didn’t have to publicly rap culture on the 
knuckles to keep it in-line, we produced the men who pro-
duced the culture! Today, we can only push the culture if 
we first push ourselves. In 2017, we do have some tools 
that others don’t.

That Masonry has maintained its faith in God is one of 
its greatest assets that we have, in everything that we do. 
While the internal logic of raw atheism leads one to con-
clude that all morality and value are mere matters of opin-
ion, or that virtue is at best a quaint composure, Freema-
sonry has the courage to assert the existence of a Great 
Architect, under whose laws we must work and abide, and 
in whose love we find our greatest meaning. Without God 

there is no definite value to life, and no fundamental dif-
ference between right and wrong; they are only fictions 
of the human imagination. Without the ability to discern 
such difference, there can be no virtue, and there will be 
no culture. 

Moreover, Freemasonry can speak of God without the 
baggage that many other institutions carry. Catholicism, 
Islam, and even my own, beloved, ponderous Anglican 
Church, all carry the scars of centuries of conflict. Free-
masonry, free of such baggage, and free even of the dogma 
or pretense of religion, is free to talk about the very soul of 
religion: the divine origin, purpose, and destiny of man-
kind.

William Hutchinson, who published The Spirit of Mason-
ry in 1775, knew well that God and the lodge were funda-
mentally linked, and that faith in the divine provided the 
true cornerstone of the entire Masonic edifice. Hutchin-
son wrote that, “we do not regard ourselves as a society 
of men, arising from mere architects and builders; but as 
men professing themselves servants of the Great Architect 
of the World; and assuming symbols expressive of our be-
ing devoted to the service of the true God.” 

Early British Masons, like Hutchinson, believed that every 
good Mason should be a man of religion, as well as a man 
of the lodge. Today, that is not the case, and religion is on 
the retreat as atheism and agnosticism advance. Though 
many Masons may have no religious tradition, they must 
still believe in our divine Architect. What can Masons, as 
men of God, offer our society? If we were to ask Hutchin-
son, he would likely say “a darn lot.”

a collection of ideals 

As a student of masonic history, the most striking feature 
of our order in the past was its confidence. Truly, it is as-
tounding, the level of confidence that Masons had in their 
institution. Everything in the past looked to the final evo-
lution of Freemasonry, from the erection of the pyramids, 
to classical religious rites, to the spread of democracy. All 
of it was part of a worldwide “Freemasonry;” a collection 
of ideals that found their fullest manifestation in our fra-
ternity. If you want an example, read Albert Pike’s mag-
isterial Morals and Dogma; in that venerable poet’s eyes, 
there was no greater art nor beauty ever achieved by man, 
than the institution of Masonry. 
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the linchpin of a global ideal

What then, was the solution to the worlds problems? Ac-
cording to these old confident Masons, it was more Free-
masonry. Poverty? Masonry. Literacy? Masonry. Good 
government? Masonry. I kid you not. Freemasonry was 
the linchpin of a global ideal, with all the achievements 
of the past leading to it, and all the hopes of the future 
proceeding from it. Do we still have the confidence of our 
brethren two hundred years ago? 

It seems we have more barbeque’s, than confidence these 
days, and without confidence, without drive or ambition, 
Masonry appears old and tired. We can practice our rit-
uals without remembering why we do so. Freemasonry 
needs its ambition back, it needs to be sure of itself, what 
it offers, why it does what it does, and how it will continue 
to change the world. In our present cultural crisis, what 
can it still offer? I think it should focus on the two features 
that sustain a free society, which are culture and virtue. 

Like Masonry without a purpose, liberal democracies 
seem old and hollow when unsupported by culture and 
virtue. One might even be tempted to say, that liberal de-
mocracies flounder without the confident Freemasonry 
that helped nurtured them. That being said, barbeque’s 
don’t hurt any.

These are the questions that used to drive the Masonic fra-
ternity; not only budgets and the minutes, but the great-

est questions of the age. They were debated over feasts, 
championed in parades, and rendered with care in visual 
masterpieces. This was when Freemasonry was at its peak, 
with long waiting lists, and a colossal public image. Some-
where over the past century, Masonry lost its way; it lost 
its spark, its vitality, its intellectual rigour, and dare I say 
it, its sex-appeal. To court the next generation, we need 
those back. 

We need to remember that, like brave Horatius, we stand 
on a bridge between two worlds. In one, we find virtue and 
culture, in the other, instinct and convenience. If we let 
the former decline, we won’t be able to court the next gen-
eration, because the next generation won’t be fit for our 
label. But, hope remains. Just as in the Greek myth, when 
Pandora opened her box, hope creeped out, and it could 
never again be hidden from the world.

I’ll end by saying, that when night fell upon the Sublican 
Bridge, Rome still stood, and Horatius had won the day.

Image source:
https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/
story-brave-horatius-cocles-one-eyed-hero-005831
https://twitter.com/oneeyedwarrior1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotthold_Ephraim_Less-
ing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Architect_of_the_
Universe
http://www.lodge700.org/education/table_lodge.html

https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/story-brave-horatius-cocles-one-eyed-hero-005831 
https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/story-brave-horatius-cocles-one-eyed-hero-005831 
http://twitter.com/oneeyedwarrior1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotthold_Ephraim_Lessing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotthold_Ephraim_Lessing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Architect_of_the_Universe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Architect_of_the_Universe
http://www.lodge700.org/education/table_lodge.html
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YOUR Masonic Education 
is OUR Goal

ENTER TO LEARN 
GO FORTH TO SERVE

Visit us on the Grand Lodge Website www.grandlodge.on.ca

Certified Courses offered in:

Masonic Arts & Sciences for Master Masons (FCF)
Past Master’s Course (DDGM, GR, BOGP)

Worshipful Master’s Course
District Secretary’s Course

Masonic Education completed electronically
Registrations & Payment done electronically
Course may be completed via Canada Post

Staffed by knowledgable Mentors
Personal Mentors may be requested

Email us at masonic.college@gmail.com

COLLEGE OF FREEMASONRY

http://www.grandlodge.on.ca
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Worshipful Master, Right Worshipful the District Deputy 
Grand Master, Distinguished East and Brethren all. 

Usually for masonic education you are enlightened fur-
ther on subject you are familiar with i.e. the tracing board 
or the working tools. Tonight however I will bring a sub-
ject you are familiar with into today’s world, the two Great 
Pillars of King Solomon’s Temple.

From degree work you are familiar with the two Great Pil-
lars which stood at the porchway or entrance to King Sol-
omon’s Temple, but have you ever stopped to visualize the 
size and weight of these two massive structures? Or how 
much they would cost to replicate today?

From the Senior Warden’s lecture we learned that during 
the building of the temple the standard unit of measure-
ment was the Cubit.

Can anyone demonstrate how to measure a Cubit?

A Cubit is derived by measuring your forearm from your 
elbow to the tip of your middle finger. Now this measure-
ment differed slightly from region to region and between 
time periods, but from lectures written about the building 
of the temple we know that 1 Cubit equals 18 inches or 
approximately half a metre.

Brother Senior Warden can you recall the dimensions of 
the pillars in Cubits for the lodge? 

Height = 18 Cubits or 8.2m
Circumference = 12 Cubits or 5.5m
Diameter = 4 Cubits or 1.8m
Outer Rim = A hands Breadth or 0.1m

When you arrived at Dufferin Hall tonight you may have 
noticed seven pillars that adorn the front of the building, 
those pillars are 10.1m in height, so by comparison the 2 
Great Pillars are approx. 2 metres shorter than the ones 
outside.

Now, I’m not going to bore you with a lot a math, but us-
ing simple geometry each hollow pillar has the approx. 
area of 0.6m² and an approx. volume of 4.50m³, or 9.0m³ 
for 2 pillars.

Turning back to the Senior Wardens lecture we know the 
two Great Pillars were cast from molten brass, but in other 
lectures about the construction of the temple it has been 
written that due to the unavailability of brass in those 
days, copper may have been used.

So we will calculate the weights for both...

Who remembers their high school chemistry class?   How 
do we calculate weight?

Weight = mass times density, which will give us 76,000kg 

The Two Great Pillars of Masonry
A Masonic Education Piece presented in Lodge by Bro. Pat Queenan 

The Tuscan No. 195 London West District.
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for brass and 81,000kg for copper.

Two pillars made of either material would weight slightly 
more than 2 Humpback whales.

Once again from the Senior Warden’s lecture we learn that 
the two Great pillars were cast in the clay grounds between 
Succoth & Zeradatha and transported to the temple, this 
would take about 530 able-bodied entered apprentices to 
move the pillars to their destination.

Now let’s bring this into today’s world.

If the pillars were constructed today, the cost for the raw 
material alone would be around $297,000 for brass and 
$438,000 for copper.

Keep in mind these prices would not include construc-

tion of the pillars or bases, transportation or the crafts-
man wages to construct and adorn the chapters.

Before I go, let’s have a little Fun! – What if the two Great 
Pillars were cast out of gold?

1. They would weight approx. 175,000kg or slightly  
 less than a Blue whale.
2. Because the density of gold is roughly twice that  
 of copper or brass it would take 1140 entered  
 apprentices to move the pillars.
3. In today’s market, the price for the raw material  
 alone for Gold Pillars would be approximately
 8.8 Billion dollars!

Thank you

Seventy Thousand, Nine Hundred and Ten....
Let me repeat that number once more;  

Seventy thousand, nine hundred and ten 
     
That is the number of kits issued by Freemasons and volunteers since the roll out of your program. I want you to 
think about that for a moment......behind every single kit issued there is about a 20 minute to one-half hour interac-
tion with the public.  The public gets to understand a little more about our Craft and the sort of folks that we are, and 
they see tangible evidence...right in front of them of selfless service to the community.
      
We all know that we commit further service in our communities through our Masonic Foundation, bursaries, our 
youth programs and the charities etc. supported by our individual Districts and Lodges. But I believe that there is no 
other activity where Freemasons so intimately interact with the public.  And I think that is a very good thing the Craft 
does.
      
Part of that interaction includes the use of the equipment with children at the clinics.  We want this interaction to be as 
seamless as possible and that happens when the equipment functions well.  You may or may not be aware that we are 
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still using some computers from the original roll out in 2007…..that’s 11 year old equipment...  So for the last several 
years we have embarked on a campaign to gradually replace the equipment with current, next generation equipment, 
as our budget allows.  There are over 60 units in place at Regional Depots in the province, and currently, replacing each 
unit costs roughly $1800….I think you can do the math.
      
Funding from our Grand Lodge and the Masonic Foundation of Ontario, coupled with individual Lodge, District and 
Masonichip Region fundraising has enabled us to move forward with the purchase new equipment.  Those who have 
directly contributed to the Masonichip Foundation of Ontario this past year are listed on pages 14 and 15 of this year’s 
annual report and we thank every one of them.
      
The new units have a high definition 1080p camera equipped with a sensitive directional microphone.  It does not burn 
the information to a CD, rather it uploads the data, excluding the video, to the parent’s smart phone.  This is relevant 
tech for today’s parent or caregiver.
      
With the new equipment uploading to smart phones, we need to record the video on a memory stick, as CD’s have 
become obsolete.  We would like to secure a participating partner to fund the purchase of these memory stick and envi-
sion that the memory stick would have the participating partners’ logo on one side of the stick and our MASONICh.I.P. 
logo on the other side.
     
If you are aware of a business, corporation or organisation that would be interested in supporting this initiative, please 
contact one of the Masonichip Foundation Directors or Officers. 
     
I would like to welcome Mr. Richard Kaufman as our newest Direct of the Masonichip Foundation of Ontario.  Mr. 
Kaufman will be replacing Mr. Garry Dowling who chose not to let his name stand for re-election this year.
     
I want to thank Mr. Dowling for his support and work for the Masonichip Foundation since its formation.  While we 
will miss him, we appreciate his contributions and wish him every success in his future endeavours.
     
Have you participated in a MASONICh.I.P. clinic recently?  Why not get involved and see what it’s like firsthand?

I don’t think you’ll regret it.

Rob Fleming
President
Masonichip Foundation of Ontario
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Masonic Memorial Dedication

Submitted by V.W. Bro. Don Jones
     
On  Saturday, June  9th 2018 the Masonic Memorial Columbarium located in Lake of the Woods Cemetery, Kenora, 
Ontario was dedicated in a ceremony, officiated by R. W.  Brother David Cameron, Deputy Grand Master, Grand 
Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of Canada in the Province of Ontario. 
 
The columbarium was constructed, decorated, and placed in the cemetery by Nelson Granite, Vermilion Bay, Ontario.  
The Nelson team consists mainly of Speculative Masons, who are Operative Stonemasons by profession. The structure 
is to commemorate members of Masonry and the Order of the Eastern Star, our Masonic family in the Kenora area 
(Western District).
 
The columbarium was built over several months as each piece was carefully crafted.  Each column took 72 hours to 
turn on the lather and over 40 hours of profile work went into the roof. Once completed it still required the symbol-
ism to truly make it the Masonic Memorial. Once the engraving was complete the altar and the broken column were 
put in place and it was time to move the 25 ton structure to Kenora. 

On August 11, 2017 to celebrate the 300th anniversary of Freemasonry, the Masonic Memorial arrived at its final 
resting place in the cemetery.  

From Left to Right:  R.W. Bro. David Cameron, Deputy Grand Master, V. W. Bro. Don 
Jones, Director of Ceremonies, Rev. Bro. Rod Lamb,  Chaplain. 
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Gathering of Masons, Eastern Star and family members at the dedication ceremony.

From left to right: Sister Shirley Pernsky, District Deputy Grand Matron, Order of the Eastern Star, V. W. Bro. Don 
Jones, Lake of the Woods Lodge No. 445, Director of Ceremonies, W. Bro. Pat Blackwell, Lake of the Woods Lodge 
No. 445, Worshipful Master, W. Bro. Gary  Roland, Keewatin Lodge No. 417, Worshipful Master,  Deputy Grand 
Master R. W. Bro. David Cameron,  W. Bro. Nevin Nelson, Pequonga Lodge No. 414,  Nelson Granite  W. Bro. Tom 
Coulis, Pequonga Lodge No. 414  Worshipful Master, Piper Amanda Todeschuk. 
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Brother President, Most Worshipful Grand Masters of 
Freemasonry in Canada, Grand Lodge Officers, Guests 
and observers. 

Thank you very much Most Worshipful Brother Lusk for 
your kind introduction. You kept it reasonably short and I 
will see to it that the penalty is not inflicted. That is a little 
bit of a private joke. 

Brethren, I certainly consider it an honour and a privi-
lege to have been invited here tonight to talk to this august 
body, to this very important conference perhaps one of 
the most important conferences for Freemasonry in our 
great country and I thank you very much for the very kind 
invitation. 

Brethren during the past several years, both in my profes-
sion and in Freemasonry, I have had the opportunity of 
listening to many outstanding, inspirational, and dynamic, 
speakers. But there is one who has had a most significant 
impact on my life. Some of you may have heard him, at 
the Conference of Grand Masters in 1988 at Cedar Rapids 
Iowa. I talk about a Freemason, I talk about a man of the 
cloth, the man of positive thinking, the late Dr. Norman 
Vincent Peale who passed away very quietly on Christmas 
Eve 1993. He had a very strong impact on my life. I believe 
that I have changed its direction, because of reading the 
books that he wrote, The Power of Positive Thinking, the 
Power of Positive Living, Enthusiasm Makes the Differ-
ence, The Power of Ethical Management, You Can if you 
Think You Can and many others. It had always been my 
dream that I could bring Dr. Peale to Calgary. We almost 
made it; but unfortunately he's now in the Grand Lodge 
above and he certainly will have an impact wherever he 
is. Now Brethren, I don't pretend to think that I am go-
ing to have the same impact on your lives as he had upon 
mine. But if I can get one person here tonight to reflect 
about and act upon what I might say then I will not have 
laboured in vain or spent my strength for naught. 

Leadership! It is loyalty, it's energy, it's attitude, a positive 
attitude, it's dynamic, it's enthusiasm, risk-taking, it's strat-

egy, honesty, it's inspiration and it's prestige. Certainly if 
you pull all those words together you will come up with 
the word leadership. Granted that is an acronym, which 
kind of reminds me of a little story about the guest speak-
er. The after dinner speaker got up and he said, "Ladies 
and gentlemen I graduated from Yale Y A L E Yale." He 
began and took 40 minutes and talked about Y for youth 
then he went on and he talked about another 30 minutes 
about A for attitude, the positive one, and then L for being 
a good listener and the audience listened for another 45 
minutes, and finally he finished with E for example about  
an hour-and-a-half to two hours later. There were two 
gentlemen sitting beside him discussing the speech. One 
said "well I'm certainly pleased he wasn't a graduate of the 
Ryerson Institute of Science and Technology and the oth-
er one said yes, he was certainly full of sincerity, honesty, 
integrity and trust; wasn't he. 

Brethren, I submit to you tonight that never before in the 
history of mankind has there been a greater need for lead-
ership. Never before in the history of churches, of schools, 
of service clubs has there been a greater need for leader-
ship. A few years ago a University of Michigan researcher, 
did studies in terms of the greatest fears and the greatest 
problems in society. He had ten of them but let me just 
mention the first three. The first one was the fear of a nu-
clear war. Now granted, with the reduction in world ten-
sion, the nuclear war fear is somewhat subsided, but I was 
listening to a radio broadcast last night and it was men-
tioned that the fear is still present. The second problem 
or the second fear was that of a world wide famine and 
as we see the problems in the third world countries, that 
fear is still present. But the third fear or problem that was 
recognized by this researcher was the lack of leadership in 
today's society. If I was to ask each one of you here tonight 
to identify the greatest leaders of our times what names 
would you come up with. Think about it. If we surveyed 
the literature on leadership we will probably identify a 
handful. This would likely include Sir Winston Churchill, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt(both of whom were Masons), 
Mahatma Gandhi, Schweitzer, Einstein, and some of the 
literature even states the late John F. Kennedy and Dr. 
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Martin Luther King who were both slain in their prime, 
may have made their mark on leadership. It really is a sad 
commentary in this world that we can only identify five or 
six great leaders.

I also submit Brethren, that never before in the history of 
Freemasonry has there been a greater need for effective, 
dynamic, prestigious leadership; particularly at a time 
when we have Freemasons staying away in droves from 
our Lodge meetings. I have not always been convinced 
that we have a membership problem. We have 156,000 
Freemasons in this country that not even the Skydome in 
Toronto could accommodate. Yes, never before in the his-
tory of Freemasonry has there been a greater need, partic-
ularly when we have more Freemasons going out the back 
door than we have coming in the front door; and we have 
to ask ourselves why? and also particularly at a time when 
the average age in Freemasonry is increasing at an alarm-
ing rate. Yes Brethren, leadership, is so desperately needed 
for the survival of Freemasonry. That is why I have chosen 
as my topic for tonight: Leadership, and the survival of 
Freemasonry. 

Let me pose one or two questions, before I begin and go 
off in various tangents. Can Freemasonry, as we know it, 
survive well into the twentieth century? I recall Dr. Peale, 
standing on that platform and I believe these were his 
words "As long as there are God fearing, moral man, Free-
masonry will exist well into the twenty first century". --- 
I fear not. Can Freemasonry under its present form and 
structure exist well into the twentieth century? --- I fear 
not, how can Freemasonry survive well into the twenty 
first century. Yes, with God fearing and moral man, --- 
and leadership, Leadership! 

What do we mean by the term leadership? If you look at 
the literature again on the topic of leadership you will find 
many definitions. I've come up with two more common 
ones, the long and the short of it. Leadership is the ex-
ploitation of every opportunity to take people forward 
towards the common goal, although known by all, often 
grows dim or gets lost in the challenges and the problems 
of our day to day operations. Taking people forward!! The 
short of it; Leadership is the art of causing others to want 
to do what the leader thinks needs to be done; causing 
others to want. Causing and want; terms that go together. 

Leadership and management, is there a difference? Yes 
Brethren, I think that there is a significant difference; they 
are not synonymous terms; they are not interchangeable. 
The leader inspires, the manager maintains. The leader is 

the original, the manager is the copy. The leader does right 
things, the manager does things right. The leader looks 
at the horizon, the manager looks at the bottom line. The 
leader is concerned with people, the manager with form 
and structure. The leader paints creatively, the manager 
paints by numbers. What are you? Are you a leader or are 
you a manager? Do you paint by numbers or do you paint 
creatively. Do you inspire or do you maintain? Do you 
challenge the status quo or do you accept it. As a Grand 
Lodge Officer, have you caused others to want to do what 
you think is necessary for Freemasonry. Are you causing 
others to want to do what you believe is necessary for 
the survival of Freemasonry. How do you cause others to 
want to do; to take people forward toward that common 
goal which often grows dim or even lost in our day to day 
operations. I submit Brethren that there are five crucial 
ingredients of effective, dynamic, enthusiastic leadership; 
- challenging, inspiring, enabling, modelling and encour-
aging. 

Challenging the process! Challenging the status quo; ex-
amining carefully the very form and structure of an orga-
nization. John F. Kennedy once said that there are risks 
and there are costs in a program of action, but they are far 
less than the long range risks and costs of a program of 
inaction. Great leaders cause things to happen, they don't 
wait for things to happen. Some may compare a leader 
with an orchestra conductor; sometimes you have to turn 
your back to the audience and face the music. We too, in 
Freemasonry require that same kind of leadership. Lead-
ers that are prepared to challenge the status quo; keeping 
in mind and building upon the strengths; -- moral truth 
and virtue; the four cardinal virtues and the theological 
values, -- they have been the strengths of our organiza-
tion.-- I think it is important for leaders to shake up those 
in the comfortable pews; to make changes; not to accept 
the status quo. I know there are a number of things that I 
would like to do particularly in Freemasonry and I will tell 
you what they are. Certainly they would disturb a few peo-
ple, but there are risks and there are costs in that program 
of action. I would see the formal structure of Freemasonry 
being divided into three separate branches: the ceremoni-
al, the administrative and the fraternal or what I call the 
leadership. 

Let's take a minute and talk about the ceremonial; or the 
ritual work. Brethren during the past few years I have been 
somewhat concerned about the quality of the ritual work 
in lodges. Just three or four weeks ago I was in a Lodge 
meeting where the North East Angle Charge was given (it 
is the same in both rites). It, to me, is the most important 
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charge in all of Freemasonry. The man giving that charge 
was prompted every third word; the Worshipful Master 
was squirming; the Director of Ceremonies was squirm-
ing; I was becoming very embarrassed as was everyone 
else, but the man was doing his level best. Brethren, we 
need to concentrate on the ceremonial part of Freemason-
ry by having those Brethren who do ritual well do it all the 
time, because they can do it best. Let those who do ritual 
do it because they strive for excellence; and they succeed 
in portraying excellence. Too often we are forcing breth-
ren to participate in ritual work, that neither have the abil-
ity nor the talent, nor the energy, and sometimes not the 
time, to do that work well. I once heard someone say, you 
give him a piece of work and if he does it enough times 
he will get it right eventually. But what kind of message 
are we leaving with the candidate. You know I saw a little 
picture sometime ago and there was a man with a baton 
directing a pig and the caption underneath stated; “Don't 
try to teach a pig to sing it wastes your time and annoys 
the pig.” I submit that we want to have excellence in our 
rituals and our ceremonial work. Let those who do it well, 
continue to do it well and not belabor those who neither 
have the talent nor the ability to do it. 

Let's look at administration. Now we are very fortunate in 
our Craft, to have many talented, expert, and knowledge-
able Brethren, who could do great service to the Craft; in 
the administration of the Craft. But we don't always get 
the right people doing it. Sometimes we hang onto prereq-
uisites; they must have a rank or a title in order to serve on 
a Grand Lodge committee or some other committee. I'm 
not sure that prerequisites make them any better a person 
when it comes to administering. We have that talent our 
there and we need to use it. Talent is just like muscle either 
you use it or you lose it. We have driven away many out-
standing Masons because we have not given them the op-
portunity; a rank and title should not be necessary before 
they can do that. I could go on with that topic for days. 

Fraternal leadership! As I said before, it is the most crucial 
need of Freemasonry. We have some very capable leaders 
in our Craft and they are well represented tonight. If they 
are going to be leaders they should be out there leading 
not being in the Grand Lodge offices administrating. Let 
those who lead, lead and those who can administer, ad-
minister. I often wonder if we should have a little sign for 
every Grand Secretary's door. "Italiano Granda Secretarya 
- Keepa youra handsa offa." Yes, let those who can admin-
ister, administer, and allow those Grand Lodge officers to 
get out into the Craft leading, directing, causing the lodg-
es to develop what we want for Freemasonry. I am going 

propose one other thing that some of you may not like; but 
I'm going to say it anyway. For years it has been traditional 
in Grand Lodges to have appointed officers. They are usu-
ally appointed because of the contribution they have made 
to their Grand Lodge. 1 think that has been wonderful but 
in today's society when leadership is so necessary, out in 
our craft, I think we should be selecting the best possi-
ble leaders for the appointed Grand Lodge officers and 
let them go out and do the fraternal work; the leadership 
work which they are capable of doing. There may be other 
ways to recognize the contributions of the older Brethren 
who have contributed so much to their craft. 

We seem to look down upon animals, don't we. Those 
dumb old animals. But have you ever seen a fish walk, 
or an squirrel fly at great heights, or a rabbit swim? No. 
You've seen fish swim, you've seen rabbits hop and run, 
and you've seen squirrels climb trees, and you've seen ea-
gles soar at great heights. That's what we should be doing 
in Freemasonry; Building upon our strengths; looking at 
the form and the structure; and let the fish swim, and the 
rabbits hop and run and the squirrels climb trees, and the 
eagles soar to great heights. Soar with our strengths, let 
those who can administer, administer well and let those 
leaders lead who can lead well because strong leaders 
are so necessary. We must challenge the process not only 
within our own organization, but throughout mankind if 
we hope to succeed. 

Not only must we challenge, but we must inspire. We must 
inspire what is called the shared vision. But before we can 
inspire that shared vision we must have a vision. We must 
have a plan of action; a long term plan. Organizations 
don't succeed because they plan to fail, they don't succeed 
because they fail to plan. Every organization needs a long 
term plan. I was so pleased in conversations with a broth-
er last night to hear what is happening with the Masonic 
Renewal committee. I was also pleased in reading your 
agenda that you do in fact, at this conference, have on the 
agenda, three and five year plans. I think it is about time, 
because plans and visions are so necessary for the success 
of any organization. Not one of you would build a house 
without having some idea in mind what it would look like 
when it is finished, nor would you go on a trip unless you 
knew where you were going. The same thing must apply 
to Freemasonry. 

That plan must be a shared plan. It can't be one man's 
idea. It can't last for one year; the theme or mission of 
one Grand Master. All Grand Masters must work together 
on that plan or that vision. I believe it is quite possible 
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that we can have every Freemason in this great country 
of ours, participate in the establishment of that vision. It 
can't be a committee vision, you can't have a group of five 
or six sitting down then saying 'This is the Vision,' because 
right away you will get the we\they syndrome. The 'We" 
may not want to be part of THEIR mission - vision. One 
of the tragedies of Freemasonry in terms of membership 
for the future is that we are still suffering from the yuppy 
syndrome. Those who grew up in the 60's and 70's. What 
are they really looking for? What are they looking for in 
Freemasonry? I think there are about five things. Friend-
ship, fellowship, enjoyable activities, community involve-
ment, leadership opportunities and perhaps the ability to 
network with their peers in a prestigious organization. If 
we don't meet those particular needs; that 'me first phi-
losophy'; 'what's in it for me?' ' what do I get out of it?' If 
we don't meet their needs I'm not sure how long we will 
survive. Keeping in mind of course brotherly love, relief 
and truth and those other virtues; the strengths of our in-
stitution. Once we have, that shared vision, one that re-
flects the entire organization, and people feel part of it, by 
using the COMELY program; Calling on Masons in Every 
Lodge Yearly; finding out how they are first, then asking 
what they want to see for Freemasonry in the future; --- 
I believe we can do it. Once we have the shared vision; 
leaders, it is then up to you. You've got to go out there 
and share it. Gandhi, was a great man of inspiration. He 
took people beyond their limit, he took them to a point 
that they would be where they wished to be and that my 
Brethren is your task; to inspire, get to the heart of the 
people; reach inside of them, help them to realize that this 
is their vision that they are part of that vision that we are 
one great group, we are not a we/they, it is our vision, it is 
everybody's vision. That, my Brethren is your responsibil-
ity; to go out there and inspire the craft; that is why your 
leadership is so necessary. It will not succeed without your 
leadership; - Inspiring that shared vision. 

Enabling. Enabling others to act; to give them the tools 
and the power and the authority to work up the action 
plan for the vision. Some organizations develop such a 
sterile environment that the people never have a chance 
for failure; it always has to be based upon success. People 
have to learn to feel failure before they can feel success. We 
need to rid ourselves of that mushroom effect. You keep 
them in the dark, you feed them 'you know what' and you 
expect them to grow. When people accept things, they are 
better prepared to act upon them. A research experiment 
was done a few years ago where that involved two groups 
of people. They were each given the same task. One group 
used the tool of brainstorming. A chart was put on the 

wall and people came up with ideas, one after the other 
for the implementation of the plan of action. There was 
no judging, there was no evaluation of any of the ideas 
that came up. This brought out the meek and the mild and 
the timid. Each person had the opportunity to offer some-
thing because it was not to be judged or evaluated. At the 
end of the session all the ideas were prioritized; they had 
an action plan because the leader enabled the group to act; 
by getting everyone involved in the process. But what did 
the second group do? Well they just had the task in front 
of them. It was just wide open discussion. with evaluation 
and judgement, etc. The leader did one more thing. He 
planted someone in the audience. The leader said "I want 
you to record every negative word that comes out during 
the session". There were several negatives. We can't do 
that; we can't change the constitution; we've never done 
that before; it will never work; and onwards and onwards. 
You've heard those words haven't you? In the final analy-
sis, the second group never reached a consensus and they 
never came up with a plan of action because the group was 
not enabled effectively to act upon the vision. Lee lacco-
co, you have all heard of him. He was the one who really 
brought Chrysler up from the ground. He used to go into 
the trenches. He would talk to the men. He would give 
them the authority, he would give them power, he would 
give them the tools, They would come up with plans of 
action; and see what happened. Chrysler came up and 
how well they succeeded, Brethren as Grand Lodge officer 
and leaders, you must get into those trenches and give the 
members of the craft, who want to be part of that vision, 
the tools and the authority to act. 

Modelling the way. What do we mean by modelling the 
way? Modelling the way means to me that the leader, the 
great leader is the true and living example of the vision. 
He lives it, he breathes it, he talks about it, he inspires it. 
Gandhi once said, My life is My message. We cannot praise 
in public and condemn in private. We as Freemasons must 
be the living example of what we mean. If we are going to 
talk moral conduct, we must be seen to be practising mor-
al conduct. Brethren I have been somewhat saddened in 
the last couple of days. I read in the newspaper a report of 
a Freemason being charged with fraud. Perhaps defraud-
ing not only, the welfare department, but possibly, also his 
own Grand Lodge. And there it appears in the press, a ma-
son convicted of fraud; if that isn't a double standard for 
the public to see. 

Sometime ago at a little gathering where there were both 
masons and non-masons present, there was a mason who 
had the floor. He was using language that was totally unac-
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ceptable. He probably swore steadily for two minutes and didn't use the same word twice. Sometime later he stood on 
the floor of a lodge and he talked about the charge from the book of constitution in the E.A. Degree. He talked about 
temperance and he talked about prudence and he talked about using the Lord God's name in vain. If that wasn't a dou-
ble standard, I don't know what is. Brethren, I'm saddened by the fact that we are having more and more and more of 
this in the craft. As leaders it is your duty, and your responsibility to model the way for others because, after all each of 
us joined Freemasonry, no doubt, because of an outstanding model in our lives; someone you wanted to be like. That's 
the reason I joined Freemasonry; because I had both a father and grandfather who were exemplary models of what 
Freemasonry should be all about. Yes, we must practice what we preach. I have a little poem; a lot of you may have heard 
it before; I believe that it best summarizes everything about the concept of modelling the way for others; of being the 
best possible example for the conduct of others. 

It was written by a Freemason, Edgar Guest:

I'd rather watch a winner, than hear one any day 
I'd rather have him walk with me, than merely show the way 
The eye's a better pupil, more willing than the ear 
Find counsel is confusing but example's always clear 
The best of all the coaches, are the ones who live their creeds
For to see the good in action is what everybody needs 
I can soon learn how to do it, if you show me how it's done 
I can watch your hands in action, but your tongue too fast may run 
The lectures you deliver may be very wise and true, 
But I'd rather get my lessons by observing what you do 
For I may misunderstand you, and the high advice you give, 
But there is no misunderstanding how you act and how you live, 
Yes, I'd rather watch a winner, than hear one any day 
I'd rather watch a leader, modelling the way.

Encouraging. Encouraging the heart, I believe it was James Barrie who once said. The first secret, to total success is self 
esteem; --- feeling good about oneself---. That is the role of Leaders; to help people to feel good about themselves; to 
know that they are part of the process; that they are part of the organization; that they count; that they are appreciated. 
I must relate a little story that took place in a restaurant. A man went up to the cashier and said, "Can I use your tele-
phone?. "Oh, certainly by all means," so the conversation went a lot like this, "I understand that you are looking for an 
executive assistant. Oh, have you, I'm glad to hear that. Are you satisfied with his performance? Oh, I'm pleased that 
you are satisfied with his performance. Oh, thank you for your time." The cashier overheard the conversation and he 
said "I'm sorry you didn't get the job". The young fellow replied, "Oh, that's alright I got the job I was just phoning my 
boss to see how well I was doing". Isn't it sad that a person has to resort to such tactics to find out how well he is doing. 
Where was the leader, was he encouraging the heart to tell that person how great he was. 

A number of years ago, at an opera house in Paris, there was great excitement for a particular performer to come. They 
had sold out the audience. On the night of the performance, everything was sold, they were standing up, great excite-
ment prevailed. The manager of the opera house came on and said, "Ladies and gentlemen, I'm sorry to inform you but 
the performer is unable to be with us tonight." Immediately that feeling of excitement changed to groans of disappoint-
ment and those groans did not allow the audience to hear the name of the substitute. The substitute came on and gave 
a great performance; the best performance he ever had. He finished and there was no applause. All of a sudden up in 
the balcony of the opera house a little boy jumped up and he said "Daddy I think you are wonderful". Immediately the 
applause burst forth.

Isn't it important, and isn't it great, when someone in our life will stand up and say I think you're wonderful. It en-
courages the heart. During the past two or three weeks I've had the opportunity to be involved in two separate and 
distinct cases. Being chairman of the COMELY committee, I was informed of a particular lodge doing an excellent job 
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with the COMELY program. 1 had the opportunity to speak at a district meeting and I said how pleased I was about 
the work on the COMELY program from a Lodge in the district. You could see the man who was responsible for that 
COMELY program. His eyes just lit up; he had a smile; he felt good with himself; somebody recognized him. Nothing 
sounds as sweet to a person's ear than the sound of his own name and secondly the sound that someone is saying you're 
wonderful; you're great; we appreciate what you have done. On the other hand, again with the COMELY committee, 
the coordinator sent me a report of a visit made by a member of the Grand lodge of Alberta to a member who is from 
the Grand Lodge of Manitoba. It stated that the brother from Manitoba was very disenchanted with Alberta Masons; 
was very discouraged with what was happening; very disenchanted with Freemasonry in Alberta. So I immediately 
dispatched the coordinator of our program to call the brother. He talked with him at length and one of the reasons he 
was disenchanted was when he moved to Alberta. He called the Master of a lodge close to his home and said "I would 
like to come to lodge" and the Worshipful Master said 'I'll get back to you.' ' I'll see you tomorrow.’  Well that Worshipful 
Master never got back to that brother and I think we've lost that brother as a result of it. A lot of work has to be done.

Leaders, there's a job for you. A few years ago 1 sat at a conference, with an excellent guest speaker present. His theme 
address was 'Give them the flowers now.' He began with a short four line poem: 

What to closed eyes are kind sayings?
What to hushed heart is deep vow
Naught can avail after parting,
So give them the flowers now.

He went on and talked about how important it was for leaders to encourage people; to tell them they are wonderful; 
how much they are appreciated. I carry around these little drops for buckets that I give to people to encourage them. We 
need to be a bucket filling organization; that when someone does something great we let them know; we fill their buck-
ets; because when you're filling somebody else's bucket you are also filling your own. We need to encourage the heart. 

The speaker finished with another poem; 

If you have a tender message,
Or a loving word to say,
Don't wait until you forget it,
Just whisper it today.
Those tender words unspoken,
That letter never sent,
Those long awaited messages
That wealth of love unspent.
For these some hearts are breaking,
For these some loved ones wait.
So give them what they are needing
Before it is to late.

Yes, give them that encouragement; that they are important; that they are appreciated; before it is too late; before we lose 
too many Brethren in Freemasonry.

Brethren, any business that is short on capital can borrow, any business that has a poor location can move, but any busi-
ness that is short on leadership will not survive in the long term. Leadership, is necessary to establish the vision and it 
is necessary to translate that vision into action. Great leaders do not go where there is a path and lead. They go where 
there is no path and leave a trail. 

Will Freemasonry survive well into the twentieth-first century? I believe it will, as long as, just like Peale said, "There are 
God fearing and moral men;" --- and there are leaders. Leaders who challenge, who inspire, who enable, who model, 
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who encourage. 

And so I say to you my Brethren in closing, what are you? 

Are you a follower, or are you leaving a trail? 

Do you challenge, do you inspire, do you enable, do you model, do you encourage. 

Do you cause others to want to do for Freemasonry what you think is necessary to be done. 

Can you provide that leadership of loyalty, of energy, a positive attitude, being dynamic, enthusiastic, risk-taking, strat-
egist, honest, inspirational, and prestigious. 

Can you provide that kind of leadership; so that our Freemasonry will continue to be the most dynamic, the most pow-
erful, the most prestigious and the greatest organization in the world. 

I leave it with you. 

Thank you!

The Making of a Mason
Submitted by R.W. Bro. James Boyuk

Brethren how long does it take to make a Mason? We all 
know the initiation of a new candidate takes an hour to an 
hour and a half. I suggest that a new entered apprentice is 
a mason in name only. 

A new entered apprentice is a blank slate waiting to be im-
printed with our tenets and fundamental principles. They 
are raw clay waiting to be molded into a Master Mason 
after learning the lessons of the degrees. It takes time for 
each of us to understand what masonry is all about. Time 
spent in lodge, time spent learning and practising our pre-
cepts and fundamental principles.

In Freemasonry, the hour glass is a symbol of time. In 
the first degree we are taught that each day should be di-
vided into portions. And that those portions should be 
used in different ways, but basically in the service of the 
G.A.O.T.U. and our fellowmen. 

Let me express the words of R.W. Bro. Leonard Feldt in 
saying,we all need time to relish the lessons taught, to con-
template the morals conveyed, and to dwell upon its many 

excellences, to keep all these mentioned qualities alive, 
alive to weather the test of time, alive to last, pure and un-
sullied, and alive to teach future generations.

The only way this can happen is through your determi-
nation and dedication. Your determination not to let our 
values and morals be compromised, not to allow what de-
fines us from the rest of society to be destroyed.

Masonry flourishes in time. It needs time like flowers 
need sun. It needs time for its values to sink in, like water 
through soil, there to nourish the roots of mankind. Ma-
sonry needs time for its lessons to be transferred, from 
generation to generation, like seeds in the wind. Men be-
come Masons. It doesn’t happen overnight, it takes time. 
It took time to make application to Masonry. You weren’t 
born with this desire, the desire came over time. You 
weren’t made a Master Mason because you participated in 
a Ceremony or Degree, it happens over time. You don’t ex-
cel at a task the first time. To become proficient takes time.

Now if I ask you, how long does it take to make a Mason? 
I would suggest the answer would be, all in due time.
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February 26, 2016 By NORM MCEVOY

Seven Greatest Mistakes of Freemasonry (author un-
known)

1. Ritual Without Meaning

Too many times, we are more concerned about perform-
ing the ritual perfectly without understanding what it 
means. Ritual for the sake of tradition is worthless. Ritual 
for the sake of enlightenment is valuable. An understand-
ing of the ritual’s meaning is far more important than just 
memorizing it.

2. Fellowship without Frivolity
Whenever Masons decide to hold a function for fellow-
ship, a discussion typically ensues about how to make the 
function have the smallest impact on the lodge’s financ-
es and the wallets of the members. This results in paper 
plates, meager meals, boring and less well attended events. 
To spend money wisely in order to make fellowship a 
grand time is wise for the lodge that wants to be success-
ful. Also we do not have to be slaves to form, endlessly 
repeating the same toasts and replies – we should reward 
individuality and creativity in order to keep our meetings 
alive and fun!

3. Quantity without Quality
A lodge with seven great men that believe in the Mason-
ic ideals and actively strive to improve themselves—and 
therefore the lodge—is far better off than a lodge with one 
hundred men that show up to lodge just to be seen.

4. Education without Philosophy
Many times, we think of Masonic education as being a 
lesson on the local lodge’s history, a famous Mason, the 
history of the world wide fraternity, or how to do the rit-
ual properly. But if no philosophy is covered in Masonic 
education, then little self improvement is accomplished. 
Discussing Masonic lessons in terms of philosophy, ideas, 
and a man’s conduct is what truly transforms men into 

Masons. It is important to share & discuss topics that 
are foreign to a lodge’s membership and it is sometimes 
even necessary to challenge our preconceived ideologies 
through Masonic education.

5. Charity without Connection
Big charities often require that fund raisers be conducted 
and large checks written to the people that actually per-
form the charity. This type of charity offers no self im-
provement because it has no real connection to us or our 
life. If we extend our hands to our needed Brethren and 
devote our own skills and time to their problems, then we 
are engaging in true, meaningful charity.

6. Frugality without Discretion
Frugality is not a tenet of Freemasonry, a cardinal virtue, 
or a Landmark. It is acceptable for the lodge to spend its 
funds on worthwhile activities that will enhance the Ma-
sonic experience of its Brethren. Not everything should 
be done in the cheapest way, a habit to which we have be-
come accustomed.

7. Leadership without Competence
A man does not deserve to be master of the lodge, solely 
because he has spent a certain amount of years attending 
meetings or because he is next in line. We, on occasion, 
elect our leaders without any regard for the skills that they 
possess in order to function in that capacity. We should 
only elect competent and qualified men to preside over us.

Seven Great Mistakes of Freemasonry
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I’ve talked to many Masons who are surprised to learn that the picture they were in at a District picnic or sporting 
event were seen by friends from other Lodges on Facebook. These Masons do not have Facebook themselves and did 
not think that one of the other brethren from the Lodge would post the pictures and make them public. For most this 
is not an issue but for some it is. 

It is important as the photographer at any event to ask this one question before taking a picture “Does anyone here 
not want their picture posted on social media?”. Once you have asked this question and allowed the brethren who 
do not want their image posted to get out of the picture then go for it.

We must be respectful of these brethren that may not want their images posted or due to the nature of their profes-
sion may want to ensure that their name and image is not used in a way that may hurt their image or career. These 
brethren may stop coming out if their picture is taken without their permission and posted to social media. It is 
therefore critical moving forward in Lodge and at any social function to ask this question before you capture that 
image.
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The factual accuracy of the article is the contributor’s responsibility. The opinions expressed by the 
author do not necessarily reflect those of The Grand Lodge of A. F. & A. M. of Canada in the Prov-
ince of Ontario, or the Ontario Mason Magazine Team.

PHOTOS: Need to be sent as jpeg attachments with a minimum of 300 dpi resolution, with a file 
name that clearly outlines the intent of the photo’s contents.  Pictures embedded into other text 
documents will likely not be used

CAPTIONS: All photos must have suggested captions of 50 words or less including correct names 
and Masonic ranks of everyone in the photo, as well as a suggested title that includes the name of 
the Lodge and District represented.

NEWS & FEATURES: 
All articles must include:
•	 Author’s name, Masonic rank & contact: Electronically, by phone and regular mail.
•	 A brief (25 to 50 word) biography of the author or how he is involved with the contents of the 

article.
•	 The article itself  should be between 400 and 900 words, longer articles will also be accepted 

but may be edited for length.
•	 Suggested “pull quotes” from the article carefully chosen as eye catchers for the casual   reader 

who will then be enticed into reading the article.
•	 A minimum of four or five photos or illustrations that the editors and designer can choose to 

enhance the feature article in the magazine. 
•	 Submissions as PDF files are not easily edited, and will not be accepted.

All submissions become the property of the Ontario Mason Magazine. 
All submissions are subject to editing for content and length, and may be used in any 
manner the committee sees fit.

Ontario M
Submissions to

Articles may be submitted to : OMM@grandlodge.on.ca

Deadline for Submissions November 7, 2018.
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by R.W. Bro. Garnet E. Schenk

Symbolism and Freemasonry 
(Part One)

This resource is collection of articles on Symbolism and Free-
masonry written for a District Newsletter.  The introduction 
is followed by a few short essays that begin with candidate 
entering the lodge. The series on symbolism will be complet-
ed by working our way through to the Master Mason degree. 
It is hoped that the journey you are about to enter upon 
will help you unpack the meaning of the symbols that we 
regularly see, use and employ in our ritual of our Grand 
Jurisdiction.

Introduction to Symbolism
What is a Symbol?
The encyclopedia Wikipedia states that symbols are object 
characters or other concrete representation of ideas, con-
cepts or other abstractions. It also states that symbolism 
is the applied use of symbols: iconic representation that 
carries particular conventional meanings.

A religion can be described as a language of concepts re-
lated to human spirituality. Symbolism hence is an im-
portant aspect of most religions. Freemasonry, while not 
a religion, teaches justice, freedom, mercy, law, order, re-
sponsibility, respect for others and many more absolute 
truths through the use and application of symbolism. In 
short symbolism is an important aspect of teaching us 
how to live as human beings who nourish life and seek 
the sacred in the ordinary. The symbols are used to lead 
us into a journey of deeper self-understanding so that our 
teachings become a song of the heart and a dance of life.

Allegory and symbol play an important part in the Craft 
but are not restricted to it alone. Symbols occur so fre-
quently in daily life that we have stopped thinking about 
them as symbols; the driver of a car is constantly seeing 
symbols on road signs and most familiar to all of us, the 
letters of the alphabet. We are lost if we do not under-
stand the symbols that give us direction in everyday life, 

As Freemasons, we too are lost if we don't understand the 
symbolism of the Order. Without knowing the meaning 
of many symbols, we cannot decipher the philosophy of 
Freemasonry.

A symbol represents something which is abstract, or hard 
to visualize, in terms of something that is material which 
can be perceived by the senses, above all by sight. In this 
way purity is symbolized by the colour white, peace by a 
dove and an olive branch, poison by the skull and cross-
bones, Canada by the maple leaf, Christianity by the cross 
and Judaism by the star of David. The Brethren who de-
velop a clear idea of how these devices work will find a 
deeper understanding of how Freemasonry operates and 
what it means. 

Symbolism has kept Freemasonry as a vital force in the 
world of fraternalism and set it apart from all other or-
ganizations that would imitate its teachings. Everything 
connected to the ceremonies of Freemasonry have a deep 
symbolic meaning. As an example, the candidate remov-
ing his shoes, and the act of walking around the lodge 
room, both have a symbolic meaning which will be dis-
cussed in later articles.

Symbolism and Freemasonry
One of the responses that a candidate gives to a question 
when he is being passed to the second-degree states in 
part "a beautiful system of morality, veiled in allegory and 
illustrated by symbols". The candidate begins to under-
stand that he has entered the world of symbolism and that 
symbols are often used as a powerful method of teaching 
great truths. A symbol's associations go far beyond its 
simple pictorial meaning. They can sometimes be used, 
not merely to facilitate thought but even to shape it. The 
Freemasons learns that an ear of corn near a stream of 
water denotes plenty, the chisel represents perseverance, 
the Doric order of architecture is strength and the sprig 
of acacia reminds us of immortality. It is important to un-
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derstand that symbols can stand for different things and 
teach different lessons. As an example, the 24-inch gauge 
can represent the 24-hour day and to what activities we 
should apply that time. It also teaches accuracy in mea-
suring. Through symbolism in Freemasonry we grasp the 
fact that every character, figure, and emblem has a moral 
tendency and serves inculcate the practice of virtue in all 
its genuine professors.

The Masonic Manual points out that the Worshipful Mas-
ter is expected to ensure that the members are instructed 
in ritual and its meaning, in philosophy, in symbolism and 
the history of Masonry. The new member must be shown 
that he has joined an organization where some of his per-
sonal needs can be satisfied. One of the most important 
things is to show him that there is a world of Freemason-
ry to be explored whether it is historical, interpretation of 
symbols, or learning and presenting the ritual. All of these 
activities can help him decipher the meaning of the les-
sons and to build thought association in the mind to show 
that symbolism is woven into the entire fabric of Freema-
sonry. Symbolism is used to reinforce and strengthen the 
ideals and principles of high character and good conduct.

The series of discussions on Symbolism and Freemasonry 
that will follow cover symbolism in the three degrees from 
entry into the lodge through to becoming a Master Ma-
son. The series of articles will focus on two aspects of sym-
bolism. One is the physical symbols and what they might 
mean to an individual and the other is silent exemplifica-
tion. Two examples of the latter include: the preparation 
of the candidate and circumambulation. Albert Pike once 
stated that "it is for each individual Mason to discover the 
secret of Masonry by reflection upon the symbols and a 
wise consideration and analysis of what has been said and 
done in the work". Pike's words allude to the journey we 
will enter upon in the hope of unpacking the meaning of 
the symbols we see, use and handle.

The need to Understand Masonic Sym-
bolism
Symbolism is the applied use of symbols: iconic represen-
tations that carry particular conventional meanings. Sym-
bolism may also refer to a way of choosing representative 
symbols in line with abstract rather than literal proper-
ties, allowing for the broader interpretation of a carried 
meaning than more literal representations allow. In Free-
masonry we have a language of concepts that is related 
to our beautiful system of morality, veiled in allegory and 

illustrated by symbols. Symbolism hence is an important 
aspect of our way of life and in making a daily advance-
ment in Masonic knowledge.

The interpretation of abstract symbols has an important 
role in Freemasonry. Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung both 
envisioned in their work that symbols are not the cre-
ations of the mind, but rather are distinct capacities within 
the mind to hold a distinct piece or pieces of information. 
In the mind, the symbol can find free association with any 
number of other symbols and meanings associated with 
those symbols.

Freemasonry permits each individual to interpret and ap-
ply the lesson of the Craft as he sees best. It is this unique 
spirit of tolerance and freedom which frequently confuses 
opponents of the Fraternity. One Mason places his inter-
pretation upon a certain symbol or attribute of Freema-
sonry, another may take an entirely different view, and will 
cite evidence with which a third may not see as important; 
any yet these three can gather around our altars and la-
bour together in perfect harmony. Albert Pike expressed 
the same thought in different language. “Masonry… fol-
lows the ancient manner of teaching. Her symbols are the 
instructions she gives; and the lectures are but a partial, 
and insufficient, and one-sided endeavors to interpret 
those symbols. He who would become an accomplished 
Mason must not be content merely to hear or even un-
derstand the lectures, but must, aided by them, and they 
having as it were, marked out the way for him to study, 
interpret and develop the symbols for himself.”

Why does Freemasonry veil in allegory and conceal in an 
object or picture a meaning quite different from its name? 
A few examples include; Freemasonry expresses immor-
tality with acacia, brotherly love with a trowel, the world 
by a lodge and right living by a Mason’s tools. Freema-
sonry conceals in symbols in order to arouse curiosity, to 
know their meaning is often considered there only expla-
nation. There are however, many more lofty ideas of why 
this great system of truth, philosophy and ethics is hidden 
in symbols.  

Man has a triple nature; he has a body which brings him 
into contact with physical world, a brain and mind with 
which he reasons, and understands and he has something 
beyond, which we call the Soul or the Spirit if you will. The 
soul or spirit comprehends a language which the brain 
does not understand. The sharpest of minds have striven 
without success to make this mystic language plain to rea-
son. When you hear music that brings tears to your eyes 
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and grief or joy to your heart you respond to language your brain does not understand and cannot explain. The symbol 
in Masonry is a word in that kind of language. Translate that symbol into words which appeal only to the mind and the 
spirit of the meaning is lost. Words appeal to the mind; meanings are expressed in words (symbol) appeal to the spirit. 

Freemasonry expresses deep truths which are universal. It expresses them in universal language, universally under-
stood by all men without words. That language is the language of the symbol, and the symbol is universally understood 
because it is the means of communication between the spirit, soul and heart of men who belong to the Order.
Freemasonry employs symbols that have the ability for heart to speak truth to heart. Take away from Freemasonry 
its symbols nothing remains but a husk; the kernel is gone. He who hears but the words of Freemasonry, misses their 
meaning entirely. Most of the Masonic symbols have multiple meanings; these do not contradict but amplify each oth-
er. Take as an example the square; it is a symbol of perfection, of rectitude of conduct, of honour and honesty, of good 
work. 

They are different and yet they are allied. 

Each Mason gets from a symbol what he can, what he is able to comprehend. He translates to his soul as much of the 
truth that he is able to make part of him. Freemasonry uses symbols because only by them can the Craft speak the 
language of the spirit, each to each, which each man reads for himself according to his ability. Symbolism is a language 
that touches the spirit. 

Freemasonry without symbols would not be Freemasonry.

An undefined and therefore and unlimited truth results from a slow growth in meaning of a symbol not tied to words. 
We can think of the Canadian Flag. It is much more than a red maple leaf on white bounded by two red panels. It rep-
resents much more than ten Provinces and the Territories and all its peoples. It stands for our native land, our home 
land or adoptive land. It stands for democracy. It stands for liberty, freedom, justice, religious tolerance. To everyone 
who honours the Flag as a national symbol it may mean something slightly different. To one it may mean all that life 
holds that is dear, to others it may mean the hope of the world. Say that it means only constitutional government or 
only an association of Provinces and Territories with a Prime Minister, a legislature and a judiciary, it loses some of its 
value as a symbol. 

The same thinking applies to the symbols of Freemasonry. Thus, the reason for illustrating our “beautiful system of 
morality” by symbols rather than by definitions, may be summed up; the symbol is as broad in meaning as the mind 
which understands; the defined truth no broader than its defined words. Goblet d Aviella made a similar point; “There 
is nothing so indestructible as a symbol, but nothing so capable of so many interpretations.”

The introduction sets the stage for an in-depth examination of the symbolism of Freemasonry starting with entering 
the lodge door as a candidate.
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